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1. Purpose and Scope
The University of Oxford - Nuffield Department of Primary Care Health Sciences (the Department)
is committed to designing studies, trials, etc. in accordance with data protection principles and
safeguards as they apply to the processing of Data. This Policy sets forth the Department
requirements for administering the “Privacy by Design” (PBD) requirements and contains the
following sections:


















Purpose and Scope
Introduction
Quick reference: glossary of terms
Applicability of the PBD review process
Initiation of PBD review process
Completion of PBD review process
PBD overview
Initial screening
DPA and DPIA templates
Security review
Contract administration
Managing the transfer of data into the Department
Information Asset Register (IAR)
Changes to completed PBD reviews
Appendix A: PBD Flow Chart
Appendix B: University Information Compliance Team: Guidance on Large Scale Processing
Appendix C: TPSA flow chart

2. Introduction
The Department is committed to upholding the data protection principles and implementing
safeguards as they apply to the processing of Data classified by the University as Confidential
and/or Personal Data by the Data Protection Legislation (DPL).
The Department must subject all new studies, trials, etc. (collectively, referred to as “Projects”) to
the University Privacy By Design (PBD) review process, where applicable.
The University prohibits the collection and processing of any such Data from new Projects before
the PBD review is completed.
More information about these requirements is available here:


University of Oxford: Privacy By Design (PBD) review process



Information Commissioner’s Office site:
 Data Protection by Design and Default
 Data Protection Impact Assessments
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3. Quick reference: glossary of term
Abbreviation
PBD
DPA
DPIA
TPSA
BSA
InfoSec
ICT
DSA

Definition
Privacy By Design review process
Data Privacy Assessment
Data Protection Impact Assessment
Third Party Security Assessment
Baseline Security Assessment
University Information Security Team
University Information Compliance Team
Data Sharing Agreement

4. Applicability of the PBD review process
The PBD review process generally applies to any Department Projects which intend to process
Data and for which the Department is functioning as the data controller under the DPL.
This specifically includes any planned processing of Personal Data and / or pseudononymised
Data sets.
If the University is not serving as the Data Controller as defined under the DPL for a given Project,
this review is not applicable. For example:
 If the University is a Data Processor for another University, the other University – serving
as the Data Controller, is required to complete this review.
 Where the University serves as a co-Data Controller, but is not the Project sponsor, the
Project sponsor (e.g. another University) rather than Oxford is responsible for completing
this review.
4.1. Exception 1: projects with Anonymized Data Sets
In addition, if a Project intends to process only anonymised data, the PBD process most likely
does not apply subject to confirmation that the data to be processed is truly anonymised rather
than pseudonymised.
Please contact the IG team (datasecurity@phc.ox.ac.uk) whenever this may apply. The
Department SIRO will issue a formal confirmation indicating whether a Project will process
only anonymised data.
Whenever this applies, the Security Review and Contract
Administration sections of this Policy still apply.
4.2. Exception 2: projects subject to the University CTRG sponsorship review
Department projects subject to the University CTRG sponsorship review are generally
exempted from the process described in the policy. Whenever this applies, the Security
Review and Contract Administration sections of this Policy still apply.
5. Initiation of PBD review process
Based on the range of time required to complete the PBD review process (e.g. one to four months
or longer), the Department recommends that any such review be initiated either in anticipation of
a funding award notice or immediately upon notice of a funding award (e.g. parallel to ethics
approval, where applicable).
6. Completion of PBD review process
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The Information Asset Owner or designee from the research area, which intends to administer a
given Project, must assign a designee with the responsibility of managing the PBD review process
for the Project (hereafter, referred to as the “Reviewer”).
This person coordinates with the Department IG Manager to draft the required review
documentation before submitting them to the Department Senior Information Risk Officer [SIRO],
Nicola Small, and – when applicable University Information Compliance and Information Security
Teams.
7. PBD overview
The PBD review process consists of an initial screening to assess the risk posed from the
Department’s processing of Data (e.g. minor, moderate or severe). The outcome of the screening
determines the next step of the review process, which, is completed using either the University’s
Data Privacy Assessment (DPA) or Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) template tool
(figure 1 below) as follows:
 If minor risk, the DPA is required; or
 If moderate or severe risk, the DPIA form is completed (figure 2 below).
Figure 1

Figure 2

Concurrently, the PBD review process also requires the Reviewer to subject the use of any third
party product or service to the University security review before processing Data on behalf of the
Department. Refer to Section 9 of this Policy for more information.
The duration of the PBD review process typically ranges from one to four months or longer based
on the timeliness with which review materials are completed, submitted and reviewed within the
Department and – when applicable, the University Information Compliance and Information
Security Teams.
For a visual overview of the PBD review process, refer Appendix A.

8. Initial screening
The initial screening consists of these three parts:
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8.1. Part 1: checklist review – helps identify the scope of the processing to be carried out:
8.1.1.1.
Includes reference to large scale processing, which is explained further in Appendix B.
8.1.1.2.
If the Reviewer provides a “Yes” answer to any of the questions in this part, a DPIA rather than a
DPA is required. The Reviewer must next complete Part 3 of the screening template and the
separate DPIA form.
8.1.1.3.
If the Reviewer provides a “No” answer to all of the questions in this part, a DPA is rather than a
DPIA required. The Reviewer must next complete Part 2 of the screening template and the separate
DPA form.
8.2. Part 2: risk checklist – helps consider the potential for harm, which includes significant economic or
social disadvantage, to individuals or society at large, arising from the processing. This risk review
assesses both the likelihood and severity of any potential harm to individuals.
8.2.1.1.
If the Reviewer provides a “Yes” answer to any of the questions in this part where the likelihood of
potential harm is unlikely and/or the potential harm is minor, a DPA rather than a DPIA is required.
8.2.1.2.
If the Reviewer provides a “Yes” answer to any of the questions in this part where the likelihood of
potential harm is likely or highly likely and/or the potential harm is moderate or severe, a DPIA rather
than a DPA is required.
8.3. Part 3: screening assessment outcome:
8.3.1.1.
The screening documents the outcome of the assessment (e.g. either a DPA or DPIA required as
next step of review).
The Reviewer sends the draft screening to the IG Manager (datasecurity@phc.ox.ac.uk) for
review and confirmation.
The IG Manager provides the Reviewer with the DPA or DPIA template tool as well as examples
of previously completed reviews from other Department Projects for reference purposes.
9. DPA and DPIA templates
The University Information Compliance Team maintains the DPA and DPIA templates, which
reside here: https://compliance.admin.ox.ac.uk/data-protection-by-design (SSO) required.
The Reviewer submits the draft DPA or DPIA to the IG Manager (datasecurity@phc.ox.ac.uk) who
reviews and helps finalise the draft.
9.1. For a DPA:
9.1.1. The IG Manager forwards the DPA final draft to the SIRO for final review and signoff.
9.1.2. Once approved, the IG manager forwards a copy to the Reviewer.
9.2. For a DPIA:
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9.2.1. The IG Manager forwards the DPIA draft to the University Information Compliance (ICT) for
review and comment. Typically, this entails a series of email correspondence in which the
Reviewer addresses the ICT comments and questions.
The ICT may also provide the Department with recommendations based on a review of the
draft DPIA from the University Data Protection Officer or designee. The Reviewer and IG
Manager review such recommendations and provides and document action taken, which may
include a recommendation to reject the ICT feedback.
9.2.2. Once the draft is finalized, the IG Manager forwards the DPIA to the SIRO for final review and
signoff. This includes the step to agree or reject the DPO recommendations, if applicable, based
on feedback from the Reviewer and IG Manager.
10. Security review
Concurrent with the completion of a DPA or DPIA, the Reviewer must confirm whether the Project
intends to use either an external third party product or service and-or an internal “homegrown”
application to process Data for the Project.
If this applies, the Reviewer then coordinates the completion of the University’s security review,
which imposes a different review steps based on whether the Project will use an external any
external third party product or service and-or an internal “homegrown” application developed and
hosted by the University.
InfoSec and ICT are separate functions, but fall under the Assurance Directorate as follows:
https://governance.admin.ox.ac.uk/assurance
Use of External Third party/third party application
The Reviewer is required to subject any external third party product or service to the University
third party security assessment (TPSA). This review validates whether the third party and/or third
party application has deployed the required security controls to safeguard the Data it will process
on behalf of the University.
Refer to Appendix C for more information about this process flow and this link:
https://www.infosec.ox.ac.uk/working-third-parties.
10.1.
The Reviewer first confirms whether the third party/third party application has already been
subject to a TPSA by the University Information Security (InfoSec) Team by checking the list located
here: https://sharepoint.nexus.ox.ac.uk/ (SSO required).
10.1.1.
If the third party/third party application appears on this list, the Reviewer must then contact InfoSec
(grc@infosec.ox.ac.uk) and confirm whether the InfoSec review applies to the third party
service/functionality to be used on the Project.
10.1.1.1.
If not, then the Reviewer follows the steps below for completing a TPSA.
10.1.1.2.
If so, the Reviewer retains the email from InfoSec and documents as much in the DPA or DPIA.
10.2.
If a TPSA has not been completed, the Reviewer obtains the TPSA template, completes the
first tab and then forwards it to the third party/third party application via email. The Reviewer then
forwards the completed TPSA form and any questions from the third party to InfoSec
(grc@infosec.ox.ac.uk) with copy to the IG Manager (datasecurity@phc.ox.ac.uk).
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10.2.1.
Once finalized, the Reviewer documents the same in the DPA or DPIA.
11. Internal “homegrown” Application
If the Project intends to use an internal application developed and hosted by the University or
Department, the application is subject to a baseline security assessment (BSA). Examples
include:
If this applies, the Reviewer must notify the IG Manager (datasecurity@phc.ox.ac.uk), who will
help facilitate this review with the InfoSec team.
Once finalized, the Reviewer documents the same in the DPA or DPIA.
12. Contract administration
Concurrent to the PBD review process, the Reviewer should also undertake a review of the party’s
with which the University will need to hold agreements for data collaboration, data sharing,
supplier of service, etc.
The Reviewer coordinates with the University Research and/or Legal Services Teams as well as
with the Department Finance teams on an as needed basis to confirm which agreements need to
be in place and facilitate getting them finalised and executed. Whenever a Project intends to use
a third party product or service
For a draft DPA or DPIA to progress through the review process, the required agreements must
be identified within the DPA or DPIA and their status. The Reviewer must allow ample time for
any agreements to be developed and executed.
The Project may not begin processing any Data until these are completed.

13. Managing the transfer of data into the Department
Once the PBD process is completed, research areas within the Department should be mindful of
the following options for managing the intake and storage of Project Data on a University network
server:


For datasets in the GB of size, consider using the “Z:” drive on the University server. The
default allocation is normally 10GB, but not more than 200GB due to free space available
currently;



For a datasets larger than 50GB to 100GB, consider the University’s 2TS service (click
HERE for more information) or possibly hosting via services such as the Department
ORCHID database; and

Also, consider how the data is intended to be shared with the Department. If this is a large data
feed, the Department may need to support some direct file transfer, such as via Secure File
Transfer Protocol (SFTP) or similar option. For example, OxFile has a size limitation of 25GB.
However, most browsers struggle with single files greater than 2GB.
Please contact the Department IT Support for assistance (it-support@phc.ox.ac.uk).
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14. Information Asset Register
For any new Project, the PI/CI or designee creates an entry in the Information Asset Register
(IAR) and reviews it periodically to confirm whether access permissions need revised, such as
when a new researcher starts or an existing one leaves.
The IAR resides here: Z:\DPHPC_slideshows\Information Governance\Information Asset
Register
15. Changes to completed PBD reviews
Anytime there is a proposed change to the processing documented in the DPA or DPIA, the
Reviewer must carry out another screening assessment before the change to processing takes
place. The Reviewer applies the process for doing so as outlined in the Policy and in coordination
with the IG Manager.
The Reviewer is also responsible for retaining the PBD review screening and the DPA and/or
DPIA assessment documentation in accordance with the Project’s retention schedule.

Appendices A-C are adopted and incorporated as part of this Policy.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B

University Information Compliance Team
Guidance on Large Scale Processing
There are no threshold values or criteria setting out what is ‘large scale’ processing as the UK GDPR
does not define this. However, the guidance provided by these regulations states that the following
factors should be considered when determining whether the processing is large-scale:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The number of data subjects concerned
The volume of data and/or the range of different data items being processed
The duration, or permanence, of the data processing activity
The geographical extent of the processing activity

Therefore, what constitutes large-scale will require judgement based on consideration of the above
four factors.
 For instance, whilst the number of affected data subjects may not necessarily be regarded as
large, the processing could still be regarded as ‘large scale’ if the volume of personal data about
any one individual is high.
Part 1 of the Screening Form sets out the high risk processing criteria (as defined by the ICO) that
requires a mandatory DPIA and both the large-scale profiling and large-scale processing of special
category data are amongst these.
The important thing to note is that even if the processing activity is not regarded as ‘large-scale’, a
project may still warrant a DPIA rather than a DPA on the basis that the processing is likely to result
in a high risk to the interests of individuals on the basis of the likelihood and severity of potential
harm (see Part 2 of the DPIA Screening Form).
If a project is assessed as not likely to result in a high risk, then completion of the DPA paperwork
would still be necessary in order document compliance with the privacy by design review process and
accountability requirements.
In the absence of a judgement on this in the courts or through enforcement action from the regulator,
it will be a matter of judgement for how the guidance is interpreted. Until that happens or unless
there is more illuminating guidance that comes forward, there are no numerical thresholds, which
can be provided for this assessment.
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Appendix C
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